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SUMMARY
Philtroneum is a cutting-edge, crowdfunded cryptocurrency mining operation built and man-aged by a team of
data centre industry experts and professionals on behalf of the Philtroneum Community. Miner One Community
Members contribute to building Philtroneum mining centres and share their output transparently and equitably
using Ethereum-based smart contracts.
To provide maximum mining efficiency, the Philtroneum Management Team obtains cutting-edge
technology at wholesale prices and electricity at ultra-low industrial rates, with high-level safety and security
measures to protect the Community’s investment. Each Commu-nity Member automatically receives access to
regular and transparent accounting and report-ing on all costs and output.

Philtroneum Community Members obtain Ethereum-based PHT Tokens that represent their participation in
Philtroneum. More than three-fourths (77 percent) of Miner One output, minus basic operating costs including
electricity, is distributed to all PHT Token Holders. About one-fourty (23 percent) is re-invested into new
mining hardware to keep Philtroneum mining centres at the cutting edge of mining technology.

Our Vision: The Asia's Biggest Crowdfunded Cryptocurrency Mining Operation
Variability in mining difficulty and electricity costs makes it a challenge to predict how much cryptocurrency a
mining centre can generate. We have done our best to calculate various pos-sible scenarios and have included
that information in the “Business Model” section of this White Paper. Using today’s most advanced mining
equipment, assuming current rates of mining difficulty, equipment and electricity costs, and bitcoin prices of
USD 5,000–30,000, acquiring a PHT Token for 0.000093 ETH (equivalent of approx. 0.019 USD ) can provide
resources for mining bitcoin worth USD 2.15–4.86 over the next three years of operations.

Of all PHT Tokens that will be issued during the Crowdsale that starts October 26, 2018, 75 percent will be
available to the public. The remaining eighteen (25) percent are allocated to the ICO Bounty Program (5 percent),
Research and Development (10 percent), and Founding (Man-agement) Team (10 percent). Thus, contributors,
advisors, and management are all part of the Philtroneum Community and share an interest in the success of
Philtroneum.
The ﬁrst Philtroneum mining centres will be built and deployed by First year 2018. They will focus on mining
bitcoin.
As a PHT Token Holder, you have access to the Philtroneum B-Wallet, which is your digital wallet and exchange.
You can use it to sell, buy, and store cryptocurrency, and receive your share of Philtroneum output.
A Philtroneum Card will be offered as a debit card for payments and purchases directly from your Philtroneum BWallet.
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IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER
PLEASE READ THIS DISCLAIMER FROM START TO FINISH BEFORE YOU PROCEED. IMPORTANT
INFORMATION IS DETAILED BELOW. PARTICIPATING IN THE CROWDSALE OF Philtroneum (PHT) TOKENS
MAY RESULT IN SIGNIFICANT OR COMPLETE LOSS OF FUNDS.

Nothing in this White Paper shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of any sort of a solic-itation for
investment, nor does it, in any way, pertain to an offering or a solicitation of an
offer to buy any securities in any jurisdiction. The document is not composed in accordance
with, and is not subject to, laws or regulations of any jurisdiction which are designed to protect investors.

Certain statements, estimates, and ﬁnancial information contained within this White Paper constitute forwardlooking, or pro-forma statements, and information. Such statements or information involve known and
unknown risks and uncertainties which may cause actual events or results to differ materially from the
estimates or the results implied or expressed in such forward-looking statements.

Nothing published by, or republished from, Philtroneum or any of its subsidiaries should be interpreted as
investment advice. Information is provided for educational and amusement purposes only. Philtroneum is in no
way providing trading or investment advice. Please consult with your appropriate licensed professional before
making any ﬁnancial transactions, includ-ing any investments related to ideas or opinions expressed, past,
present, or future by the aforementioned entities and any future entities that may operate under the parent
entities. Philtroneum does not intend to express ﬁnancial, legal, tax, or any other advice and any con-clusions
drawn from statements made by, or on, Philtroneum shall not be deemed to constitute advice in any
jurisdiction.
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VISION
The future is decentralised and distributed, fast and reliable, secure and transparent, inclusive and
participatory, rule-based and community-driven. Blockchain technology brings us one step closer, ﬁrst and
foremost, by allowing for the creation of cryptocurrency.
As with any breakthrough technology, blockchain and its various applications face some resistance and
skepticism. Once new technology is tested and proven, it is adopted by indus-try, society and, eventually, by the
state...as is already starting to happen in the case of cryp-tocurrency.

We believe that cryptocurrency is the next step in the evolution of payments and value stor-age. It allows
parties to not only transfer value to one another, but to avoid the unnecessary and typically high transaction
costs of traditional (and increasingly obsolete) intermediaries.
The blockchain technology that cryptocurrency is based on opens new horizons for society, communities,
businesses, governments, and NGOs. There are countless ways to apply block-chain that will enable us to run
social networks, banking, e-commerce, insurance, and many other services in a safe, more efficient, and
decentralised way – without the need for a central operator or other intermediary.

Blockchain is interactive technology. It relies on participation. The very essence of the block-chain is continuous
cooperation between participants around the world. One of its key features is the continual veriﬁcation of
transactions. This is how cryptocurrency is “mined”. In exchange for participation in the veriﬁcation of
transactions, participants are granted a certain amount of newly-generated (“mined”) cryptocurrency.

This is Philtroneum will do for its Community on an unprecedented scale.

The Asia's Biggest
Crowdfunded Crypto
Mining Operation
Our Vision: The Asia's Biggest Crowdfunded Cryptocurrency Mining Operation
This ambitious goal can be achieved by bringing together a broad community of contribu-tors and a
dedicated team of experts and professional staff with a budget of
USD 28 million.
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To achieve this goal, several key challenges need to be met:

1

Cutting-Edge Mining Hardware
Cryptocurrency mining is most proﬁtable when done with top-of-the-line, task-speciﬁc hardware.
At the moment of writing, that means ASIC-proces-sor-based machines like the Bitmain
Antminer S9 and others. At the projected scale, Philtroneum will be in a position to negotiate
heavily-discounted prices for mining equipment directly with manufacturers.

2

Ultra-Low-Cost Electricity and Stable Energy Supply
A key factor in mining profitability is the cost of power. Northern Place in the Philippines like
Baguio and Ilocor Norte have a surplus of electricity due to their well-developed infrastructure and
interconnectivity, as well as renewable energy sources. Industrial facilities like data centres and hitech factories also benefit from tax incentives from governments supporting such activities in the
region. The first Miner One facility will be located in Baguio City, which ideally meets Philtroneum
requirements in terms of ultra-low-cost electricity (0.072 / kWh) and stable supply, as well as a
Northern climate that makes it less costly to keep equipment cool.

3

Secure and Reliable Facilities
To reach and maintain maximum mining efficiency without compromising on security and
reliability, Philtroneum mining centres will each be located near a reliable source of electricity. The
amount of equipment each can accommodate will depend on the size of each. For example, a
facility with around 3,000 m2 of ﬂoor space can accommodate 7,000 HalongMining DragonMint
16T units with a total computing capacity of about 110,800 TH/s. With such a conﬁguration, Miner
One can mine ±25 bitcoins per day at the current difficulty level (January 2018). At current prices,
it could be built for approximately USD 25 million.

Industrial-Grade Bitcoin Mining
ITo run an efficient and sustainable large-scale mining operation, it should comply with and even
exceed the highest standards of the data centre industry. Our team has the experi-ence and
know-how to achieve this. Miner One mining centres will have the following features:ndustrialGrade Bitcoin Miningcoin Mining
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1

A Stable and Secure Network Infrastructure
The Internet connection at each Philtroneum mining centre will be reliable and fast, with at least
two independent Internet feeds to be installed. All equipment will be protected from intrusion,
hacking, and DDoS attacks using network security ﬁrewalls and traffic ﬁlters managed by our skilled
network engineers. Data network security is critical to ensuring the uninterrupted functioning of
the mining centre. Each centre’s internal network will be connected to the public Internet and, at
the same time, secured from threats that may arise from it, including hacking, DDoS attacks and so
on.

2

Physical Security
Philtroneum mining centres will be equipped with 24/7 video surveillance systems and around-theclock security. Live video feeds from each facility will be available online. Fire prevention is a high
priority. Mining centre premises will be built of ﬁre-resistant, non-combustible materials and have
an aspirating early warning system that detects threats of ﬁre in advance, before they have begun.

3

Effective Cooling
The use of IT hardware in temperatures exceeding 40ºC (104ºF) increases the chances of
failure by a factor of more than four. Therefore, appropriate ventilation of a mining centre is key.
All Philtroneum facilities will have an eco-friendly and efficient “free cooling” system. No water
will be used for cooling, so there is abso-lutely no risk of spillage that could result in equipment
damage. The cool climate makes Northern Philippines the ideal location for mining centres as very
little addition-al power is required for cooling.

4

Preventive Maintenance
of physical infrastructure and mining centre equipment to keep costs down, ensur-ing energy
efficiency and preventing malfunction and downtime.

5

Insurance
Apart from general security measures, Philtroneum mining equipment will be insured against all
kinds of damage. At the time of revision of this White Paper, negotia-tions with international
insurance companies are in progress and will be concluded and announced shortly.

Monthly Payouts Up to 15%
Each month you get your share of what Philtroneum mines for as long as you own
your PHT Tokens
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Monthly Payouts Up to 15%
Each month you get your share of what Philtroneum mines for as
long as you own your PHT Tokens

Lifetime Token
PHT Tokens are valid for the life of the project – as long as mining remains
proﬁtable

75% Community 25% Operations
75 percent of all PHT Tokens will be available to the public during our
Crowdsale

Ultra-Low-Cost Electricity
At USD 0.072 / kWh, Philtroneum will have the lowest electricity rates in
The Philippines

Best Location: Baguio City
Baguio City, Philippines is ideal in terms of low-cost electricity and supply
stability as well as its Northern climate that keeps equipment cool

Industry Experts
Philtroneum is managed by leading Business industry experts who have
what it takes

Cushion Bitcoin Volatility
Even if BTC drops, your investment in Philtroneum can still generate
returns

Ongoing Upgrades
23 percent of net output will be reinvested into new equipment to
keep Philtroneum as proﬁtable as possible
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BUSINESS
MODEL

Scenario 0

3.80%

Date

0.00%
Proﬁt in USD

BTC:USD

Y1.01

2,227,847,638,503

14,000

207.039800

2,898,557

Y1.02

2,312,505,848,766

14,000

198.367581

2,777,146

Y1.03

2,400,381,071,019

14,000

200.114126

2,801,598

Y1.04

2,491,595,551,718

14,000

201.756458

2,824,590

Y1.05

2,586,276,182,683

14,000

203.764003

2,852,696

Y1.06

BUSINESS MODEL
The basis of Philtroneum business model is the Philtroneum (PHT) Token. Each PHT Token represents
membership in the Philtroneum Community and a share in the output of the best crowdfunded bitcoin mining
centres money can buy.
Philtroneum will be crowdfunded through the distribution of PHT Tokens following an Initial Coin Offering (ICO).

The maximum amount to be raised (the so-called “Hard Cap”) during the ﬁrst Miner One Crowdsale shall be the
equivalent in Ether (ETH) of USD 28 million. The minimum (so-called “Soft Cap”) shall be 2 million.

Seventy Five (75) percent of PHT Tokens issued will be available for acquisition by the public during the
Crowdsale, which will begin October 26, 2018 and last up to 60 days or until the Hard Cap is reached, if
sooner. The remaining eighteen (25) percent of PHT Tokens will be reserved as follows: 5 percent for the ICO
Bounty Program, 10 percent for Research and Development, and 10 percent for the Founding (Management)
Team.

Using the funds raised during the Crowdsale, the Philtroneum Management Team will purchase and set up the
most advanced mining equipment available on the market (currently, the Ebang Ebit Miner E10) in one or more
mining centres. If the Soft Cap is met, Philtroneum will commence mining operations within 2–4 months of the
ICO.

Which Cryptocurrencies Will Be Mined?
Philtroneum will mine bitcoin – today’s most popular and potentially proﬁtable cryptocurrency with the highest
market capitalisation.
Mining equipment runs on task-speciﬁc processors, which limits the possibilities of switching efficiently between
different cryptocurrencies. The Philtroneum Team will, however, be closely monitoring market conditions. In case
of signiﬁcant changes, miners can be switched to mine other cryptocurrencies that use the SHA256 algorithm. If
market conditions warrant, Philtroneum may use part or all of the 23 percent of output set aside for ongoing
equipment upgrades to acquire specialised miners for other cryptocurrencies.
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Versus Cloud, Pool, or Mining at Home
The days of using an ordinary computer to mine proﬁtably at home are over. Whether one joins a mining pool
or mines at home alone, to have even a shot at proﬁtability, one needs:

1

Cutting-edge hardware.
Right now, the demand for mining hardware is high and lead times are long. On the secondary
market, mining equipment costs two-to-three times the regular price, cutting into your proﬁts.

Philtroneum has access to cutting-edge mining hardware directly from manufactur-ers at
wholesale prices. The more funds we raise during our Crowdsale, the stron-ger our position in
negotiating hardware prices on behalf of the Philtroneum Community will be. Our experience in
building and operating data centres means we get electricity at industrial rates in low-cost
locations that would be nearly impos-sible for you to obtain individually.

2

Access to a stable, sufficient, and low-cost power supply.
Modern high-capacity miners require between 1 and 1.5 kilowatts of electricity. An average house
has between 5 and 10 kilowatts of supply. A computer, a kettle, a television, a dishwasher, and a
washing machine altogether use from 6 to 8 kilowatts, so even one or two mining devices can
overwhelm your supply. Either you need to increase the supply to your house, or you need to take
extra precau-tions and spend extra money on circuitry upgrades. In some residential areas, supply
is limited, so increasing power to your home may not be possible. And household electricity is
signiﬁcantly more expensive than industrial rates. It’s usually priced 30% to 50% higher than
industrial electricity.

Philtroneum is negotiating the best possible prices for electricity on the market. Currently,
Sweden is offering the lowest-priced electricity, with special discounts for hi-tech companies

3

Professional and efficient maintenance.
Mining equipment wears out over time and eventually becomes obsolete. Quality control isn’t
what it should be due to dramatic increases in demand, and we are seeing a lot of complaints
about mining equipment breaking down partially or entirely.
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Constant monitoring of the mining process.
If you mine at home, you probably aren’t going to spend every moment looking after your
equipment. If the internet connection goes down for a night, you have lost a good deal of your
proﬁt. If a miner breaks down, delivery of replacement parts can take as long as a month.

4

At Philtroneum, equipment will be monitored and supported by maintenance staff 24/7. Back-up
systems will be in place to minimise losses due to outages or disrup-tions.

Philtroneum

ASIC @ home

Mining pool

Mining type

Crowdfunded mining

Hardware mining

Hardware mining

Price of the hardware

Wholesale price

Standard retail price

Standard retail price

Shipping costs

No

Yes

Yes

Possible customs costs

No

Yes

Yes

Minimal starting
investment

USD 100

USD 1,815

USD 1,815

Electricity price

Best electricity rates
possible (0.065 / kWh)

High (USD 0.12–0.35 /
kWh)

High (USD 0.012–0.35 /
kWh)

Technical knowledge

No need

Yes

Yes

Excessive heat and cost
of cooling

No

Yes

Yes

Loud noise

None due to remote
location

Yes

Yes

Transparency

Yes (ERC20)

Yes

Yes

Crypto to ﬁat

Miner One debit card

No

No

Mining income
distribution

Predictable and
proportional

Unpredictable

Predictable and
proportional

Additional payout costs

No

No

Yes

Risk of scam or Ponzi
scheme

Low risk, transparent
and audited

No risk

Low-to-medium risk
(depends on pool)

113%–244%, depends
on electricity price

108%–239%, depends
on electricity price

Est. ROI in 3 years

471%

None of the aforementioned information should be considered a promise, prediction, or obligation.
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Cloud Mining
“Cloud” Mining or Mining-as-a-Service is the process of cryptocurrency mining utilising a remote data
centre with shared processing power. Like Philtroneum, this type of mining enables users to mine
cryptocurrencies without managing the hardware. Mining rigs are housed and maintained in a facility owned by
a mining company and the customer simply needs to register and purchase mining contracts or shares.

Unlike Philtroneum, cloud mining is provided as a service, with you, the client, simply paying the company to lease
you “hashing power”. Management costs are generally high (and not very transparent) and this lowers your
returns.
The Philtroneum approach is different. We are creating a community and will build and manage our mining
centers on behalf of that community, with an equitable distribution of all output and transparent accounting.
As previously stated, the Founding (Management) Team will be remunerated via PHT Tokens – just like other
Philtroneum Community Members. We do not antic-ipate maintenance costs will exceed 4–5 percent of output.

Cloud mining services offer ﬁxed-term agreements, usually not exceeding one year. After the agreement expires,
your investment is lost and you have to buy in anew, usually at approximate price of a new ASIC miner.

On the other hand, your Philtroneum (PHT) Tokens, once acquired, secure your share of Miner One output for as
long as we are able to mine proﬁtably.

Timeline
Our plan is to deploy mining equipment at one or more locations using funds contributed during the Miner
One Crowdsale, which starts October 26, 2018 and continue for 60 days or until the Hard Cap is met, if sooner.
If the Soft Cap is met, Miner One will start mining within 2–4 months of the ICO.

Ultra-Low-Cost Electricity
At USD 0.0072 / kWh, Philtroneum will have the lowest electricity rates in
Europe
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Y2.07

4,359,511,719,897

14,000

Y2.08

4,525,173,165,253

14,000

204.88109667

2,835,988.04

Y2.09

4,697,129,745,533

14,000

205.81470641

2,853,073.09

Y2.10

4,875,620,675,863

14,000

206.56816181

2,868,335.35

Y2.11

5,060,894,261,546

14,000

207.12041491

2,881,405.89

5,253,208,243,485

14,000

207.45278844

2,891,954.27

2,817,490.55

The implementation of Miner One can, therefore, proceed as follows:
Y2.12

1

Y3.01
Y3.02
Y3.03

2

Y3.04
Y3.05

3

Y3.06
Y3.07
Y3.08
Y3.09

4

Y3.10
Y3.11
Y3.12

Once the Crowdsale Soft Cap is reached,
14,000
the ﬁrst5,452,830,156,737
batch of mining equipment
will be ordered207.52507659
from manufacturers
and installation
at the ﬁrst mining
centre location will
begin. This will
207.32626878
5,660,037,702,693
14,000
allow us to start mining as soon as possible.
5,875,119,135,396

14,000

206.83624648

206.03851949
6,098,373,662,541
As additional
funds are raised,14,000
set-up of
additional equipment14,000
and additional centres
will continue.
204.91021492
6,330,111,861,717
6,570,656,112,462

14,000

203.44265747

By the end of the Crowdsale
(mid-December
2018), the ﬁnal
scope of the project
will be clear and a com201.62108440
6,820,341,044,736
14,000
plete list of locations ﬁnalised with installation continuing on a rolling
199.42668693
7,079,514,004,436
14,000
basis.
7,348,535,536,605

14,000

196.86191079

Development
of additional services
for our Community
Members,
193.91605647
7,627,779,886,995
14,000
such as the PhiltroneumB-Wallet, will occur at or near the end of the
190.58318557
7,917,635,522,701
14,000
Crowdsale.
8,218,505,672,564

14,000

186.86825927

Once mining operations commence, the value of PHT Tokens may
well increase, as only a
182.76613946
ﬁxed amount of them will be released. If so, acquiring them during the Crowdsale means
Y2.06
178.28256083
4,525,173,165,253
securing your share of Philtroneum output at favourable introductory rates (see “Crowdsale
Y2.07
173.42635729
Details”).
Y2.08

Location Selection
Y2.09

2,899,685.81
2,904,339.04
2,905,351.07
2,902,567.76
2,895,707.45
2,884,539.27
2,868,743.01
2,848,197.20
2,822,695.18
2,791,973.62
2,756,066.75
2,714,824.79
2,668,164.60
2,616,155.63
2,558,725.95

2,313.79352711

2,495,955.85

2,460.99527255

2,427,969.00

2,318.14363287

32,393,109.38

7,092.93243253

34,453,933.82

The ﬁrst Philtroneum mining centre will be located in Baguio City, Philippines.

32,454,010.86

Additional mining centres will be set up at locations in China, Russia, or in another coun-try with low-cost
electricity and a stable political and economical environment as well as good network infrastructure.

How much hardware a single centre can accommodate will depend on the size of the facility and other relevant
factors.

Lifetime Token
PHT Tokens are valid for the lifetime project
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PHILTRONEUM BEGINS

October 2018
Crowdsale Starts
December 2018

January 2018

April 1
First Equipment
Order

Exchange

February 2018
Facility Prepared
for Operations
March 2018

April 2018

Mining Starts

iOS & Android App

May 2018

June 2018

First Payout

Philtroneum One Debit Card
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Use of Crowdsale Proceeds

92%

Hardware purchase and
installation, delivery, import
duties

5%
3%

Software development, licensing,
research, and development
Incorporation, legal and
administrative expences

2

92 percent of funds raised during the Crowdsale will be used for set-up of mining centres, including
purchase of mining hardware, transport, and duties.
5 percent shall be used for software development, licensing, research, and development.
3 percent shall be used to cover administrative expenses, including incorporation and legal support.
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Output
Distribution

Out
Minus

put
Electricity,

Facilities, and Maintenance (including Maintenance Staff)
No more than 4–5%, usually

77%
PHT Token Holders
(Payout will be processed automatically
through Ethereum-based smart
contract)

23%

Reinvested into
hardware upgrades

(Obtaining the newest mining hardware to
maintain the efficiency of each Philtroneum
mining centre)

Output Distribution
Sustainable generation of value for the Philtroneum Community is the number one goal of the Philtroneum

Upon commencement of mining operations, 77 percent of monthly net output (total output minus electricity,
facility, and maintenance costs, including maintenance staff) will be convert-ed to Ether (ETH) and automatically
distributed to PHT Token Holders via Ethereum-based “smart contracts”. PHT Token Holders are free to do with
these distributions as they wish.
The remaining 23 percent of monthly net output will be re-invested into new equipment to maintain the
efficiency of Philtroneum mining centres.
Because mining cryptocurrency requires such processing power as results in higher power consumption and
greater excess heat, equipment must be replaced frequently to maintain efficiency. By using 23 percent of
monthly net output to renew each mining centre from day one, Philtroneum will ensure the continuous efficiency
of its mining centres for as long as mining cryptocurrency remains ﬁnancially viable. Philtroneum estimates this
may continue for at least another seven years.

Sustainability
Due to the speciﬁcs of cryptocurrency mining – as more miners join, mining becomes increas-ingly difficult,
making more and more computing power necessary to keep up – the proﬁtabili-ty of mining equipment tends to
decline over time. The rate at which this occurs is the most signiﬁcant and elusive variable. Because no one can
predict the rate at which additional miners will join the mining network, no one can predict how difficult it will be
to mine cryptocurrency in six weeks, six months, or six years. This is one of two reasons why no one can ever
conclu-sively answer the question “is mining proﬁtable?”

The second reason is the conversion rate, which is also difficult to predict. Cryptocurrencies are constantly
ﬂuctuating in value – sometimes dramatically so. Although we believe crypto-currencies are the future, there are
no guarantees of their future value.

Best Location: BAGUIO CITY
Baguio City, Philippines is ideal in terms of low-cost electricity and supply
stability as well as its Northern climate that keeps equipment cool
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Company Reserve
Once the ﬁrst mining centre is operating, Philtroneum will be setting aside 23 percent of Miner One’s net output
to order the latest, most efficient cutting-edge hardware and ensure Miner One remains on the cutting-edge of
technological developments in mining by replacing older, less efficient hardware. That way, PHT Token Holders
can expect to receive payouts indeﬁnitely and without signiﬁcant diminution due to hardware obsolescence or
wear.
Unusable or unproﬁtable equipment will be sold in the aftermarket or otherwise utilised. Received funds will be
used to upgrade mining equipment.
Philtroneum will be constantly monitoring markets and the latest developments in mining equip-ment and its
utilisation to ensure the best possible mining options. We will conﬁgure and utilise mining equipment in such a
way as to operate at maximum efficiency and proﬁtability for the Philtroneum Community.

A temporary contingency reserve will be created at the outset that will be equal to an amount of funds raised
during the Crowdsale that is sufficient to maintain operations at all Philtroneum mining centres in the unlikely
case of 1–2 months of unfavorable market or mining conditions at the very start of operations.

The purpose of the reserve is to avoid a situation in which short-term operating costs cannot be covered due to
unfavorable market or mining conditions and to provide a certain leeway that will allow for the possibility to
wait out a temporary downturn that could make it impossi-ble to cover costs.

If, due to unfavorable changes in mining difficulty, costs, or exchange rates, mining starts to cost more than it
is worth at any particular mining centre, mining operation and output distri-butions may be suspended until the
situation improves.
In the event that the reserve is utilised during a temporary downturn, a decision to resume mining must be
based on a positive assessment of the likelihood that the reserve can be replenished through the sale of
mined cryptocurrency. If, in the estimation of Miner One Management, it cannot, then operations will not be
resumed and the centre or centre(s) will be liquidated.

In short, distributions and mining will only take place if sufficient cryptocurrency can be gener-ated to cover costs.

If a decision is made to permanently halt mining operations, the reserve will be used to cover any outstanding
costs as well as costs of closure. What remains of the reserve following closure will be equitably
distributed to PHT Token Holders along with a full accounting of the use of the reserve.
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CROWDSALE
DETAILS

CROWDSALE DETAILS
Token Distribution
The Philtroneum Crowdsale will be conducted exclusively on the Philtroneum website at
www.philtroneum.com The Crowdsale will begin at 12:00 GMT on Friday, October 26, 2018. The starting value of
one PHT Token will be 0,001 ETH (or equivalent in BTC, LTC or EUR). “Early bird” discounts will be offered (see
below). The minimum amount required to participate is 0.1 ETH. Live online support will be available on the
website up to and during the Crowdsale.

1 PHT = 0.000093 ETH

All contributions made during the pre-ICO are considered grants to Philtroneum. They will be converted into
PHT Tokens only if the Soft Cap is reached during the Crowdsale, as described herein.

1

During the Crowdsale, Philtroneum will accept payment for PHT Tokens in Ether (ETH).
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Maximum PHT to be created

2,000,000,000 PHT

Pre-ICO

750,000,000 PHT

Soft cap

107,000,000 PHT

Hard Cap

1,500,000,000 PHT

% of tokens generated to Crowdsale participants

85%

% of tokens generated to Research & Development

10%

% of tokens generated to ICO Bounty Program

5%

% of tokens generated to Founders

10% - locked for 12 months

Date of crowdsale start

26 October 2018

Date of crowdsale end

+60 days or date Hard Cap is
reached, if sooner

2m

Soft Cap

28m

Hard Cap

The minimum capital goal (or “Soft Cap”) for the Crowdsale shall be the
equivalent in ETH of USD 2 million. This amount is subject to change before
the Token Creation Event.
If the Crowdsale campaign does not reach its Soft Cap, all funds will be returned
automatically to contributors via Ethereum-based smart contracts, excluding preICO contributors.
MIO Token creation has a “Hard Cap” of the equivalent in ETH of USD 28 million.
Upon achieving this cap, token creation will be stopped and no further
contributions will be accepted.
The PHT Token creation period will last up to a maximum of 60 (sixty) days, unless
the Hard Cap is reached sooner.

60-day

Crowdsale

Tokens that are not distributed during the Crowdsale will be burned by smart
contract.
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Token Distribution

75%

Public

10%
Founders’
Tokens
Locked for 12 months

10%
Research &
Development

5%
ICO Bounty
Program
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1

Security and predictability (as opposed to, for example, having to run an independent
blockchain network).

2

Use of robust and well-supported clients (Ethereum-based tokens can be managed with
official Ethereum clients).

3

High liquidity (interchangeable with other Ethereum-based tokens or Ether), and easier listing
on exchanges with infrastructure already in place.

4

Ethereum smart contracts provide a transparent and secure way of automatically sharing output
among PHT Token Holders.

Our Ethereum-based token contract complies with the “ERC20” standard, which means that it is extremely easy
to make exchanges that involve trading “edgeless” tokens.

1

2

3

25M

75M

150M

6,925

21,835

44,402

110,800

349,360

710,432

Power Required mW

10.9

34.4

69.9

Data Centre Size m2

3,000

9,000

18,000

.

BTC per Day

12.51

39.43

80.19

.

BTC per Month

375.18

1182.97

2405.59

Number of Mining Cen-

Computing Units

Computing Power TH/s
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Legal Disclaimer
The purpose of this White Paper is to present Philtroneum – a crowdfunded cryptocurrency mining operation
– to potential community members who join the Miner One Community in connection with the proposed
Miner One Token Launch, or “Initial Coin Offering” (“ICO”) and Crowdsale. The information set forth below
should not be considered exhaustive and does not imply any elements of a contractual relationship. Its sole
purpose is to provide rele-vant and reasonable information to potential token holders in order for them to
determine whether to undertake a thorough analysis of the company with the intent of acquiring Philtroneum
(PHT) Tokens.

Nothing in this White Paper shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of any sort of a solicitation for
investment, nor does it, in any way, pertain to an offering or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities in
any jurisdiction. The document is not composed in accor-dance with, and is not subject to, laws or regulations
of any jurisdiction which are designed to protect investors.

Certain statements, estimates, and ﬁnancial information contained within this White Paper constitute
forward-looking, or pro-forma statements, and information. Such statements or information involve known
and unknown risks and uncertainties which may cause actual events or results to differ materially from the
estimates or the results implied or expressed in such forward-looking statements.

Nothing published by, or republished from, Philtroneum or any of its subsidiaries should be interpreted as
investment advice. Information is provided for educational and amusement purposes only. Philtroneum is in
no way providing trading or investment advice. Please consult with your appropriate licensed professional
before making any ﬁnancial transactions, including any investments related to ideas or opinions expressed,
past, present, or future by the aforementioned entities and any future entities that may operate under the
parent enti-ties. Philtroneum does not intend to express ﬁnancial, legal, tax, or any other advice and any
conclusions drawn from statements made by, or on, Philtroneum shall not be deemed to con-stitute advice in
any jurisdiction.

Jurisdiction and Participation Restrictions
This White Paper does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy a security in any
jurisdiction in which it is unlawful to make such an offer or solicitation.
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The PHT Token can be categorized as a security as it entitles token holders to receive the prof-its from mining
operations. The token is, as such, subject to certain restrictions under PH security laws.

Risk Management
Please remember: participating in cryptocurrency mining offers no guarantee of ﬁnancial returns or revenues.
Successful cryptocurrency mining depend heavily on factors over which we have little or no control.

With a product this new, market volatility is inevitable. Fluctuating demand, potential regula-tory decisions, the
number of other miners – all of these can and will affect returns.
Nevertheless, we are conﬁdent that our knowledge and experience enables us to minimise these risks and
guarantee the efficiency of the mining equipment over their maximum life

1

Dependence on Computing Infrastructure
Philtroneum's dependence on its computing infrastructure, both the physical hard-ware and the
software and network components, invariably poses a certain risk. To mitigate that risk,
Philtroneum will diversify the locations of its mining centres to ensure there is no single point of
failure.

2

Smart Contract Limitations
This technology is still in the early stages of the product life cycle and there may be unforeseen or
unplanned risks associated with using this technology in terms of, but not limited to, operational,
technological, regulatory, and ﬁnancial risks. There may be design ﬂaws or vulnerabilities that
could result in losses.

3

Regulatory Risks
Cryptocurrency in general, as well as the speciﬁc items and terms outlined in this document, are
still very new in the legislative context worldwide. Future legislation may impact these contracts
and may result in a modiﬁcation to the contract, including a complete loss of the tokens.

4

Price of Cryptocurrencies
While bitcoin has been the top-performing currency in the world for three years in a row, past
performance does not guarantee future results. As such, PHT Token Holders may be subject to
losses using a buy and hold strategy even if Philtroneum is proﬁtable.
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5

Price of Fiat Currencies
Assessing risk in terms of a base currency is challenging when the production asset is a currency
itself. As a result, we set forth to maximize total holdings of coins and hedge off ﬁat risk and close a
pair trade when possible to remove as much risk of ﬁat price ﬂuctuation as possible while putting
the accumulation of total cryptocurrency supply ﬁrst

6

Mining Rewards
Fluctuations in the price of coins, increases in energy and equipment costs, increases in mining
difficulty, the rise of new currencies in this sector, block reward decreases, transaction fee volume,
and other factors may affect the proﬁtability of mining and may result in losses.

7

Fluctuation in Token Price
As Philtroneum will hold reserves in ﬁat currencies, the value of the PHT Token will likely trade
accordingly to the value of the company’s holdings and assets. This may negatively impact the
price of the PHT Token and result in losses. Philtroneum cannot guarantee any speciﬁc token value
and shall not be held liable for any change in the value of the PHT Token price. Assumptions
regarding the economic landscape, future statements, market conditions, and business decisions
are diffi-cult to predict with a high degree of accuracy. While the company makes every effort to
deliver and operate pursuant to these statements, the company cannot
offer any assurance that these forward-looking statements will prove to be accurate and the investment risks should be carefully considered prior to investment, including
consultation an appropriate licensed professional. Philtroneum shall not be held liable for this
information and this information is not to be interpreted as a warranty or guarantee of returns.
The project may contain additional risks unfore-seen at this time.

8

Delivery Risk
Vendor management and clogs in the pipeline may cause delays in delivery of parts,
equipment, facilities, and other factors. While best efforts and ongoing due diligence are
performed when making company purchases, there is always a coun-terparty and the risk that a
vendor delays or fails to deliver as quoted at the time of the invoice. This may result in losses.

9

Changes in Power Demands
The change in power consumption depending on advancements in hardware and the coins being
mined may affect proﬁtability. As power is likely to increase in cost over time, the company plans
to acquire additional facilities and contracts to hedge, or reduce, this cost. Additionally, renewable
and green power sources will be pursued to position Philtroneum to gain market share when
competitors cannot operate proﬁtably due to energy costs. Energy consumption is not a ﬁxed item
and can ﬂuctuate based on temperatures, equipment, and other factors.
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10

Changes in Operating Expenses and Maintenance Costs Over Time
Operating expenses will likely decrease as a percentage of total revenue as the company utilizes
economies of scale to leverage operations. While the percentage may decline, the total
expenditure will likely increase. Should mining proﬁtability be adversely impacted as a result of
other factors, this increase could result in losses.

11

Sales and Other Taxes
Token Holders and purchasers of contracts and equipment may be required to pay sales tax and
other taxes associated with transactions. Gains may be required to be reported as capital gains or
ordinary income. Other legal and tax consequences may develop as this space grows. Consult with
your tax professional for advice. Philtroneum is not responsible for your tax liabilities and does not
claim to make any representations regard tax advice nor provide any tax advice.

12

Compliance
Given that Philtroneum is a Philippine-owned and -operated company, Token Holders are
required to comply with all applicable domestic and any applicable international laws. Miner One
does not claim to make any representations regarding legal matters. Consult with your legal
professional. The Token Holder is responsi-ble for complying with the applicable laws and
regulations that exist now and any subsequent changes to legislation that would apply.

13

Disclosure of Information
Personal information received from Token Holders, customers, vendors, employ-ees, and others,
including quantities obtained, payments received, account infor-mation, etc. may be disclosed to
law enforcement, government officials, and other third parties when Philtroneum is required to
disclose such information by law, subpoena, or court order. Philtroneum will claim no
responsibility nor be held responsible for any such information disclosure. The company will not
share infor-mation unless required by law.
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